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unlike )1,( αζ +∂∂ ss when s is a non-positive integer . On using functional equations, this results in 
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 Here )(sζ  is Riemann zeta function and ),( χsL is Dirichlet L-series. This also explains why 
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                Let s=σ + it be a complex variable, where σ  and t  are real. For ,.....,3,2,1,0 −−−≠α
 let ),( αζ s  be the Hurwitz zeta function defined by ∑
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Dirichlet character and let ),( χsL  be the corresponding Dirichlet  L-series. Thus
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......,,.........2,1,0 −−≠α  let ),,( sαλφ  be Lerch’s zeta function defined by 
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2 ααλφ λpi   for 1>σ  and its analytic continuation. Note that if λ  is an integer 
then ),(),,( αζαλφ ss = . If λ  is not an integer, it is well-known that Lerch’s zeta function ),,( sαλφ  
is an entire function of the complex variable s.We write 
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analytic continuation. Note that ),(),1,( 2 ses i λφλφ λpi−= . Thus ),( sλφ  is an entire function of s, if λ  
is not an integer. Also note that ),,()1......().........1()1(),,( nsnssss nn
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for any 
integer 0≥n . In what follows, m,n shall denote non-negative integers. Also ),('),,(' χαζ sLs  shall 
denote derivatives with respect to s, of the functions concerned. We write S ∑
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)(),( χχ . In what follows, Γ  shall denote the 
gamma function . 
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pre-defined Bernoulli numbers, which are rational numbers. That is , )2( nζ  is a rational  multiple
of n2pi . However, )12( +nζ  for 1≥n  is not computable explicitly. On the other hand, if 
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sL  for 1>σ  and its analytic continuation, then it known that )12( +nL  for 0≥n  
  is explicitly computable and L(2n) for 1≥n cannot be computed explicitly. Note that
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snnsL χ for 1>σ , where 4χ  is the unique odd character mod 4.Similarly, if 
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31 χ for 1>σ  and its analytic continuation, where 3χ  is the unique odd character 
mod 3, )12(1 +nL  for on ≥  is  explicitly computable and )2(1 nL for 1≥n cannot be computed
explicitly. It is also known  that ),( χnL  can be evaluated in terms of generalised Bernoulli 
polynomials,  if 1≥n and (modχ q ) are both even or both odd. However, ),( χnL cannot be explicitly 
evaluated, if 1>n and (modχ q)  are of opposite parity. However, ),1( χL  can be evaluated for entirely 
different reasons. The question is as to why such things happen. In effect, it means that if  we were not
aware of Bernoulli polynomials and the explicit expressions thereof or if we were not aware of 
Bernoulli numbers and their values, we would not have been able to evaluate )2( nζ  for 1≥n  or
),,( χnL  when 1>n and (modχ q) are of the same parity. The important question is 
whether evaluation of )(nζ  and ),( χnL can be delinked from the theory of Bernoulli 
numbers, Bernoulli polynomials and generalized Bernoulli numbers and polynomials. 
               In author [3], it has been shown that for a fixed complex number s, )(),(1 ss ζαζ −  is 
an analytic function of α in the unit disc 1|| <α  of complex plane with its power series expression 
∑
≥
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nsnsssnss ζαζαζ . The most important fact that emerges in author [3] 
(which we can see in what follows) is that for a fixed complex number s, )(),( ss ζαζ −  is an 
analytic function of α  in the whole complex plane except for ...........,.........2,1, −−= oα However, it 
later turned out that Ramanujan [2] had already stated (without proof) the power series expansion 
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of )1,( αζ −s for real α  in the form ∑
≥
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fashion. Surprisingly, Ramanujan  does not elaborate on this power series expression  nor does he 
give its origin, nor does he give the power series expression of ),( αζ n−  for any integer 
0≥n .Actually, it can be shown that the power series of ),( αζ n−  is a polynomial in α . On 
the other hand, Ramanujan gives the power series expression of )1,(' αζ +−n for any integer .0≥n
 
See entry 28 of Berndt [1]. It seems, the expression for )1,(' αζ +−n in entry 28 of Berndt [1] needs 
correction. For this see author [4 ]. Though Ramanujan gives the power series expression of 
)1,(' αζ +−n , he does not give the power series expression of )1,(' αζ +s for any general complex 
number s nor does he deal with any possible connection between the power series expressions of 
)1,( αζ +s  and )1,(' αζ +s  nor does he use his power series expression for )1,(' αζ +−n  to give 
rapidly convergent series expression for )12( +nζ  for 1≥n ; or for ),,( χnL  when 1≥n  and 
(modχ q ) are of opposite parity. Actually, it can be shown that the power series of )1,(' αζ +s
 
can be obtained from the power series of )1,( αζ +s  by term-by-term differentiation with respect to
s. For this see author [4].
              Exactly on the same lines as ),( αζ s , if λ  is real, we get ),,( sαλφ  as an analytic function 
of the complex variable α  for <0 | |α 1<  for a fixed complex number s and have the power series 
),()1......().........1(),(),,(
1
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)( nsnsssss
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s n +−+++=− ∑
≥
−
− λφλφααλφ α . This follows by imtating the 
proof of author [3] in the case of ),( αζ s  and on noting that )(|),,(| σζαλφ ≤s for 1>σ  and λ  real .
Also we can see that ),,( sαλφ  is an analytic function of the complex variable α  except for 
......,,.........2,1,0 −−=α  exactly on the same lines as in the case of ),( αζ s . We can also give power 
series expression inα  corresponding to ),,( sαλφ and evaluate ),,( m−αλφ , if m is a non –negative 
 integer. See our Theorem 4 below. 
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                Our approach can also be used to study ),( αsZ r , where for integral 1≥r , and for 
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elementary symmetric sums of the numbers 2.,,.........3,2,1 −r . As in the case of ),( αζ s  and 
),,( sαλφ  we can give a power series expression of sr sZ −−αα ),(  for 1|| <α  and also give the 
polynomial expression of ),( αmZ r −  for any integer 0≥m . See our Theorem 5 below. 
               Our approach can also be used to study multiple Hurwitz zeta values );.,,.........,( 21 αζ rsss ,
where for a fixed integer 1≥r  and for complex variables ,.,,........., 21 rsss  we have 
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planes of complex variables rsss .,,........., 21  and its analytic continuation. Note that 
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              It is to be stressed that what we have given here is ‘power series approach’. We can obtain 
similar results by using ‘Integration approach’ also. 
          
              A simple consequence of the power series expression for ),(1 αζ s  is as follows, which 
we state as Proposition 1.
Proposition 1 : We have for any integer 1≥k  and for any fixed complex number s and for any
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Remark : The proof of Proposition 1, follows on considering ∑
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k ns )(),( ααζ  for 1>σ  and 
then proceeding exactly on the same lines as in author [3], where we have dealt with the case .1=k
Corollary of Proposition 1: For any non-principal Dirichlet character )(modqχ and for integer
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Remark : From the Proposition 1, as 1≥k  is an arbitrary integer, it is clear that ),( αζ s  is a 
continuous function of α  in the whole complex plane, if s is fixed with os <Re ; and is an entire 
function of ,α if s is a fixed non-positive integer and is an analytic function of α  in the whole 
complex plane except for .......,,.........2,1, −−= oα  if s is any fixed complex number.
               One of our main objects is to show that the power series of )1,(),(1 αζαζ +−=− mm  for 
any integer 0≥m  is a polynomial of degree m+1 with rational coefficients and consequently the 
power series of )1,(),( αζααζ +−+=− mm m  is a polynomial of degree m+1 with rational 
coefficients. In particular, ),( αζ m−  is rational, if α  is rational. In fact, we prove the following 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 : We have for any integer 0≥m  and for any complex number α , 
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Corollary 2 :We have for any integer ,0≥m
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Thus ),( χmL −  for 0≥m  is a linear combination of  S ∑
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rational coefficients .
Note : The above statement of  Theorem 1 concerning Hurwitz zeta function is the same as the 
already known result from the theory of Bernoulli polynomials, namely kmk
m
k
m
k
m BB
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=
∑ 
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m replaced by .1+m  Here 'nB s are Bernoulli numbers and )'(αnB s are Bernoulli polynomials 
defined by n
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αα  for pi2|| <z  and )1(nn BB =  for .0≥n  This is evident in view of the 
already known  formula 1
)(1),( ++−=− n
Bnn ααζ  for .0≥n In fact, it is evident that the two facts, namely, 
 
I)  Our Theorem 1 above and Lemma 4 I) below together can be used to develop the theory of 
Bernoulli polynomials )(αnB (or the theory of Euler polynomials ))(αnE  by just noting 
),()1()(1 αζα nnBn −+−=+ for any integer on ≥ .
Note : 1) Putting ,1=α  we get for any integer ,1)(,1 11
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km ζ  where empty sum 
denotes zero. Substituting ,.......3,2,1=m …….. successively, we get the values of 
).......2(),1(),0( −− ζζζ  successively. Obviously, ),......2(),1(),0( −− ζζζ  are all rational numbers. 
2) Alternatively, noting that )()12(),( 21 ss
s ζζ −=  and putting 21=α  in the statement of the 
Theorem 1, we get for any integer 2≥m  
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Substituting ......,,.........4,3,2=m  we get the values ........),........2(),1( −− ζζ  successively.
3) Alternatively, noting that )()12(),( 211 ss
s ζζ −=−  and putting 21−=α  in the statement 
1
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we get the values .......),........3(),2(),1( −−− ζζζ ……… successively.  
Proposition 2 :  For any fixed complex number s, if 10 << α  we have 
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Remark : The proof follows on considering )1,( +αζ s  (for a fixed complex number s) as an 
analytic function of second variable and by developing )1,( +αζ s  as a Taylor series around α for 
1||0 << α  Note that sss −−=−+ ααζαζ ),()1,(  and 
),()1).......(1()1(),( αζαζ
α
nsnssss nn
n
+−++−=∂
∂ .
               As a consequence of Proposition 2, we state Theorem 2 below, which runs parallel to 
Theorem 1. In author [5], a more general result than the Theorem 2 below has been obtained by
Integration approach, in contrast to proof of Theorem 2 below, which has been obtained by Taylor 
series approach .
Theorem 2 : We have, for any integer ,1≥m  11
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Corollary : If (modχ q) is a non-principal Dirichlet character, we have for any integer 1≥m ,
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Remark : The corollary follows on noting that ),()(),(
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ak kaqkL ζχχ  for any integer 0≥k .
Note : Taking ,.......3,2,1=m  successively in the statement of Theorem 2, we get the polynomial
expressions for ),.......,2(),,1(),,0( αζαζαζ −−  respectively. 
Proposition 3 : We have 
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              As a consequence of Proposition 3, we get Theorem 3 below. 
Note : In Proposition 3, a) follows by considering the Taylor series of ),( αζ s  about 21=α
and on noting )()12(),( 21 ss
s ζζ −=  and 
b) follows by considering the Taylor series of ),(1 αζ s  about 21−=α  and on noting that 
)()12(),( 211 ss
s ζζ −=−  and 
c) follows by considering the Taylor series of ),( αζ s about 1=α .
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Note : I), II), III) follows from a), b), c) of Proposition 3 respectively. 
            
Theorem 4 : For real λ  and for complex α  with, <0 |α |< 1 we have 
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II) For real λ  and complex α  with <0 |α |< 1  we have 
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Note : I) follows by considering for 1>σ  and λ  real, 
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the corresponding proof for ),( αζ s of author [3]. Also note that for non-integral real λ , ),,( m−αλφ
is a polynomial in α  of degree m unlike ),,( αζ m− which  is a polynomial in α  of degree m+1. 
This is so, because ),( sλφ  is analytic at ,1=s  if λ  is non-integral, real number unlike )(sζ .
II) follows on considering ),1,( s+αλφ  as analytic function of the second variable and on expanding 
it about α  as a Taylor series for 0< |α |< 1. Note that  ),,()1(),,(),1,( 2 sess i αλφαλφαλφ λpi −=−+ −
and ),,()1.().........1()1(),,( nsnssss nn
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 for any integer 1≥n .
              Next, we give the power series expression of ),( αsZ r  for any integer 1≥r .
We define for ,r>σ
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Theorem 5 : We have for any integer 1≥r  and for complex α  with , 10 << α ,
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                Next, we state our Theorem 6, which evaluates ),,1( χL  where χ (mod q) is a primitive 
Dirichlet character. 
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Theorem 6 : For any integer ,1>q let (modχ q) be a primitive Dirichlet character.
I) If  (modχ q) is even, then .sinlog)(),1(
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               Next, we state a few lemmas, which along with our Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 answer all the 
questions  raised above.
Lemma 1 :  We have the following functional equations.          
I) ).1(sin)1(2)( 2
1 sss sss −−Γ= − ζpiζ pi
II) For any integer ,1≥q  if (modχ q) is an even, primitive character, then we have
χχτpiχ pi ,1(sin)()1(2),(
2
1 sLsqsL ssss −−Γ= −− ) 
III) For any integer 1≥q , if (modχ q) is an odd, primitive Dirichlet character, then we have 
),1(cos)()1(2),( 2
1 χχτpiχ pi sLsiqsL ssss −−Γ−= −− . 
From Lemma 1 follows Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 : We have 
I) )21()2( )!12(
2)1( 122 mm m
mmm
−=
−
−
− ζζ pi for 1≥m . 
II) We have for ,1≥m  if (modχ q)   is a primitive, even character, then
),21(),2(
)()!12(
2)1( 22112 χχ χτ
pi mLmL
m
q mmmm
−=
−
−
−−
III) we have for ,0≥m if χ (mod )q  is primitive, odd Dirichlet character, then 
).,2(),21(
)()!2(
2)1( 2122 χχ χτ
pi mLmL
m
qi mmmm
−=+
−+
−
Lemma 3 : I) We have for ,1≥m )2(')12( )!2(
2)1( 212 mm m
mmm
−=+
+
− ζζ pi
: 11 :
( )),2('),2(' 21121)!2( 2)1( 22 −−+−= − mmm mmm ζζpi .
II) If (modχ q)  is an even, primitive character, then we have for ,0≥m  
),2(')(),2('),12(
1
)!2)((
2)1(
)!2)((
2)1( 2122212 ∑
=
−−
−=−=+
+−+
q
a
q
a
mm
q mamLmL
mmmmmmm ζχχχ χτ piχτ pi .
III) If  (modχ q) is an odd, primitive character, then we have for 1≥m . 
),21(')(),21('),2(
1
)!12)((
2)1(
)!12)((
2)1( 1221211221 ∑
=
−
−
−
−
−=−=
−+−−+
q
a
q
a
m
i
m
qi mamLmL
mmmmmmm ζχχχ χτ piχτ pi .
Sketch of the proof of Lemma 3 : As an illustration, we shall sketch II). Let )(modqχ be an even,
primitive character so that we have, by Lemma 1, ),1(.sin)()1(2),( 2
1 χχτpiχ pi sLsqsL ssss −−Γ= −− .
Consider this functional equation for o<σ . For ,2ms −= where om ≥  is an integer, in view of the 
presence of the factor 2sin spi , we have .0),2( =− χmL  
              
Thus, we have lim   lim
2
sin
),(
=s
sL
pi
χ
22
cos
),('
s
sL
pipi
χ ),2(')1( 2
cos
),2('
2
χpipi
χ
pi mLmm
mL
−−==
−
 
                     ms 2−→       ms 2−→
by letting  ms 2−→  through real values of s in view of L’Hospital’s rule.
Thus, lim =
2sin
),(
s
sL
pi
χ
 lim   ),1()()1(2 1 χχτpi sLsq sss −−Γ−−  
      ms 2−→     ms 2−→
That is , ),2(')1( 2 χpi mLm −− ).,21()()21(2 1222 χχτpi mLmq mmm ++Γ= −−−
This prove II).
Note : We have seen that for any integer ,on ≥  ),(),( αζζ nn −− and ),( χnL −  are explicitly 
computable, as the power series of ),(1 αζ n−  is a polynomial in α . Hence, in the light of 
Lemma 2, for any integer 1≥m , )2( mζ is computable, when 1≥m , and so also ),,( χnL when 1≥n
 
and (modχ q) are of the same parity. However, unlike ),(1 αζ n− , the power series (in α ) of 
: 12 :
),('1 αζ n−  is Not a polynomial and  thus cannot be summed up. See Theorem 2 of author [4 ] or 
entry 28 (b) of Berndt [1 ] . Note log),(' nn ααζ −=−  ),('1 αζα n−+ . Thus ),(' αζ n−  cannot be
 
summed up. In author [5], ),( αζ n−  and ),(' αζ n− for 0≥n  have been obtained by integration 
approach. There also , the expression for ),(' αζ n−  contains a term involving an integral, which 
cannot be evaluated. Consequently, ),(' n−ζ ),(' χnL − cannot be evaluated and thus, in the light of 
Lemma 3, )12( +nζ  for 1≥n  cannot computed; so also ),( χnL , when 1>n and (modχ q) are of 
opposite parity, cannot be computed. However, rapidly convergent series expressions for them can 
be given. See Theorem 4 of author [4]. 
Lemma 4: We have for 0<σ  and for ,10 ≤< α
I) 
1
1
2
1 )2sin()1(2),( −
≥
− +−Γ= ∑ s
n
sss nnss αpipiαζ pi  
so that for any integer ,0≥m  we have ∑∑
≥≥
+
−−−
++ ==−
1||
)2(
1
)2sin(1
1
2
1
2 !!2),(
n
in
e
n
n
nmm
m
in
m
m
mmm
pi
αpi αpipi
piαζ
II) We have for 0<σ  and for 10 << λ  and for 10 ≤< α , 
1212 )()1()2(),,( 2 −
∞
−∞=
−− +−Γ= ∑− s
n
insi neesise
is
λpiαλφ αpiλαpi pi  
so that ∑∞
−∞=
+
−−
+
+−
=−
n
n
em
m
niimemim 1
)(2
2
)(
1 !)2(),,( λ
αλpipi
piαλφ
Note : Lemma 4 I) is the Hurwitz’s formula written in suitable form. The same formula
 can be written as ∑
≥
−
−Γ=
1||
12 ,)2()1(),(
n
sin iness piαζ αpi  where the principal  value of logarithm is 
under consideration. Note that II) gives the Fourier series of ),,(2 me i −αλφλαpi  as a function of α
on unit interval for a fixed real λ .          
Next, we state our Proposition 4, which in particular, explains why )12( +mL or 
)12(1 +mL  for any integer 1≥m  is computable and why )2( mL or )2(1 mL  is not computable .
: 13 :
                 
Proposition 4 : We have, for any integers 1≥m and 1≥q , 
I) )!.2(2)1(),2( 1221 mm mmmq
−−−
−=− piζ  ∑
−≤≤ 2
11
2sin
qr
q
rpi
 12
)(mod )(mod
−−
≡ −≡




−∑ ∑ m
qrn qrqn
n      
II) ∑∑
≡
−
=
−−
−−=−
)(mod
2
1
22211 cos)!12(2)1(),21(
qrn
m
q
r
q
rmmm
q nmm pipiζ
Proof of Proposition 4: We have for o<σ , .)2sin()1(2),(
1
1
2
1 −
≥
− +−Γ= ∑ s
n
sss nnss αpipiαζ pi
For any integers 1≥m and 1≥q , 
122
1
1221 )sin()21(2),2( −−
≥
−−− +−+Γ=− ∑ mqn
n
mm
q nmmm pipipiζ     
.sin)!2(2)1(
sin)!2(2)1()(sin)!2(2)1(
12
)(mod (mod)1
2122
)(mod
12
1
212212
1
2122
2
−−
≡ −≡≤≤
−−−
≡
−−
=
−−−−−
≥
−−−




−−=
−=−=
∑ ∑∑
∑∑∑
m
qrn rqnr
q
rmmm
qrn
m
q
r
q
rmmmm
n
q
rnmmm
nm
nmnm
q
pi
pi
pi
pipi
                In Proposition 2 (I), taking ,4=q we get 
)!2(2)1(),2( 12241 mm
mmm −−−
−=− piζ  12
)4(mod1 )4(mod3
−−
≡ ≡




−∑ ∑ m
n n
n .
 Note that 12
)4(mod1 )4(mod3
)12( −−
≡ ≡




−=+ ∑ ∑ m
n n
nmL  and thus we have the following corollary:
Corollary : we have ),2()12( 41)!2(
2)1( 122 mmL m
mmm
−=+
+
− ζpi so that )12( +mL  is a rational multiple of 
12 +mpi .Note that evaluation of ∑
≥
−−
=+
1
12)12(
n
mnnζ  amounts to the evaluation of 
12
)4(mod1 )4(mod3
−−
≡ ≡




+∑ ∑ m
n n
n .Instead, we can compute .12
)4(mod1 )4(mod3
−−
≡ ≡




−∑ ∑ m
n n
n Similarly, instead of 
being able to compute  12
)3(mod1 )3(mod2
−−
≡ ≡




+∑ ∑ m
n n
n  , we can compute 12
)3(mod1 )3(mod2
−−
≡ ≡




−∑ ∑ m
n n
n  as 
: 14 :
rational multiple of 1231),2(
+
−
mm piζ  Similar is the case with 12
)6(mod1 )6(mod5
−−
≡ ≡




−∑ ∑ m
n n
n , which is a 
rational multiple of .sin),2( 3
12
6
1 pipiζ +− mm  Similarly, we can compute 
12
)8(mod1 )8(mod5 )8(mod3 )8(mod7
−−
≡ ≡ ≡ ≡




−+−∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ m
n n n n
n and so on. These facts give rise to the following
conjucture.
Conjucture : For any integer ,1≥n  )12( +nζ  is an algebraic number multiple of 12 +npi .
                Next, we give the proof of our main Theorem 1. We give apparently three different 
methods, though, in principle, all of them are the same as they are based on the fact that 
).,1(),( αζαζα +−=∂∂ sss  We also use the fact that lim 1),1( =+ αζ ss  for any α  with .10 ≤< α
          0→s
In particular, lim  1)1( =+ssζ . 
             0→s
Proof of Theorem 1 : 
Method 1 : We have for any real variable α with [0,1] and for any integer 1≥m .
),()1).......(1()(),( !
)(
1 1 2
1 nsnsssmm n
mn mn mn
n
+−++


+++−=− −
≤≤ += +≥
∑ ∑ ∑ ζζαζ α with ms −= . 
With ms −= , consider the single term )()1)........(1(
1
!
)( nsnsss
mn
n
n
+−++∑
+=
− ζα
( ) )1()()1).......(1()!1( )( 1 +++−++= +− + msmsmsssm m ζα
 
= ( )1).......1()1()!1( )( 1 −−+− + mmmm mα   lim ,!)1()( 1)!1( 11 ++ ++ −=−=+++ mm mm mmsms ααζ  
                                                 ms −→  
where we have used the fact that  lim  w 1)1( =+wζ .
 w 0→     
Next with ,ms −= consider the summation ).()1).......(1(
2
!
)( nsnsss
mn
n
n
+−++∑
+≥
− ζα      
: 15 :   
Note that each term in the summation has zero as a factor. 
Thus 0)()1).......(1(
2
!
)(
=+−++∑
+≥
− nsnsss
mn
n
n ζα  with ms −= .     
Thus we have ,)()1).......(1()(),( 1
1
!
)(
1
1
+
=
−
+
−+−+++−=− ∑ m
m
n
n
mn nsnsssmm αα ζζαζ  with .ms −=
This gives, 1
1
!
)(
1
1)()1).......(1()1()(),( +
=
−
+
−−+−−−+−=− ∑ mn
m
n
n
mn mnnmmmmm αα ζζαζ
Thus .)()()()(),( 1
1
0
1
1
1
11
+
−
−
=
+
= −
++
−−

+−=−−

+−=− ∑∑ mkm
m
k
m
k
m
n
m
n
m
nm
mm kmmnmm αα αζζαζζαζ  
1
0
1)( +
−
=
+
−−


= ∑ mkm
m
k
m
k
mk ααζ .  Since ),,(),( 1 αζααζ mm m −+=−  we get the required result.
Method 2 : We have for a fixed integer 1≥m and for α on the interval [0,1],
),,1()).......(1()()1)........(1()(),( )!1(
)(
1
!
)(
1
1
θαζζζαζ αα ++++++−+++−=− +−
=
−
+∑ msmsssnsnsssmm m
m
n
n
mn
  
where ms −=  and )(mθθ =  depends on m with 10 << θ . 
Thus )()1).......(1()1()(),(
1
!
)( mnnmmmmm
m
n
n −+−−−+−=− ∑
=
− ζζαζ α  
( )1.).........2)(1()1()!1( )( 1 −−−+ +− + mmmmm mα  lim   ),1()( θαζ +++ msms .
    ms −→
,)()( 1
1
1
+
=
+
−−

+−= ∑ mn
m
n
m
n
mmnm ααζζ    where we have used the fact that 
   lim    1),1( =+ αζ ss  for any α with 10 ≤< α . Thus, we have 
0→s
1
0
1
0
1
11 )()(),( +
−
=
+
= −
++
−−


=−−


=− ∑∑ mkm
m
k
m
k
m
n
m
n
m
nm
mm kmnm αα αζαζαζ . 
As ),(),( 1 αζααζ mm m −+=− , we get the required result. This result is apparently valid for 1|| <α .
However for any integer 1≥k , if we start with ),( αζ sk  instead of ),(1 αζ s  and proceed, we get the 
same result for k<||α . However 1≥k  is arbitrary and thus we have the above result for ),( αζ m−
: 16 :
             
for any complex number α . .
Method 3 : We know that for ),(),(,0 1 αζααζσ ss s +=< − is a continuous function of α
on the interval [0,1], for a fixed complex number s. Also note that for )(),(),(,0 1 sosos ζζζσ ==< .
We begin with the fact ααζ −= 21),(o  and use the fact that ),1(),( αζαζα +−=∂∂ sss  
so that ααζ −= 21),(o gives 
( ) .)(),1( 21 ββββζ
αα
β dd
oo
−=−− ∫∫ ∂∂
Thus 22
2)1(),1( ααζαζ −=−−− , so that ).1(),1( 222 −+−=− ζαζ αα    Hence
( )∫ ∫ −+−=−α α ββ ζββζ
o o
d )1(),1( 22
2 βd  
That is,  ( ).)1()2()2(),2( 4!3 23 αζζαζ αα −+−−=−−−
We integrate once more with respect to α , and we continue this process . 
Thus, we get for any integer 0≥m
( ) 1
1
11)0()(),( +
−
=
+
−++−


=− ∑ mmkm
m
k
m
k
mkm ααζαζαζ , where empty sum stands for zero. 
Proof of Theorem 2 :  From Proposition 2, we have 0
1
!
),()1).......(1()1(
=+∑
≥
=+−++−
−
n
n
onsnssss n αζα  
To begin with,  let 10 ≤< α . We have for ,ms −=  where 0≥m  is an integer,  
0),()1).......(1(!
)1(
1 1 2
=+−++


+++ −
= += +≥
∑ ∑ ∑ αζα nsnsssn
m
n mn mn
m n
As in the proof of Theorem 1, with ,ms −=  the term with 1+= mn gives 11+− m  on using the fact 
  lim  1),1( =+ αζ ss  for 10 ≤< α  and the summation ∑
+≥
=
2
,0
mn
 as each term in the summation 
0→s     
has zero as a factor. Thus we are left with  0),()1).......(1)(( 11
1
!
)1(
=−−−+−+−−+
+
=
−∑ m
m
n
n
m mnnmmm
n
αζα
That is 0),( 11
1
!
)1(
=−−

+ +
−=
−∑ mm
nm
m
n
n
m mn
n
αζα . 
: 17 :
That is ok m
m
ok
m
k
m
=−−

+ +
−
=
∑ 11
1
),( αζα , on putting nmk −= .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 5 : We have for ,r>σ  
s
r
N
s
r nnnsZ
r
−
≥
− +++=− ∑ )......(),( 2
1
1 ααα , 
where ∑
=
=
r
i
ir nN
1
.
 Thus 
s
N
r
s
r
r
NsZ −
≥
− +=− ∑ )(),(
1
ααα  
s
N
s
N
r r
r
N −−
≥
+= ∑ )1(
1
α
1
11
−−
≥
−
≥
∑∑ −= s
N
r
s
N
r
rr
NsN α  
2
1
!2 )1(
2 −−
≥
∑++ s
N
r
r
Nssα ……………….
)()1...().........1()(
1
!
)( nsnssss r
n
nr
n
+−+++= ∑
≥
− ζζ α  and continue on similar lines as in author [3] as in 
the case of  ),( αζ s . This gives for ,10 << α  
)()1..().........1()(),(
1
!
)( nsnsssssZ r
n
nr
s
r
n
+−++++= ∑
≥
−
− ζζαα α
               Next, we evaluate ),( αmZ r − for any integer 0≥m  and for 2≥r . We have ),( αmZ r −
)( mr
m
−+= ζα + )()1.().........1(!)(
1 1 2 1
nsnsss rn
m
n mn
rm
mn rmn
n
+−++


+++ −
= +=
+
+= ++≥
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ζα  with ms −= .
Consider )()1().........1(!
)(
1
nsnsss rn
rmn
n
+−++−
++≥
∑ ζα  with ms −= .
This is )()1.().........1(!
)(
1
mnnmm rn
rmn
n
−−+−+−= −
++≥
∑ ζα . Note that as 1−+≥ rmn ,  each term in the 
summation has zero as a factor and )()(
1
1
)!1(
1 jmnAmn
r
j
jrr −−=− ∑
−
=
−
ζζ  is finite for each 1++≥ rmn .
Thus summation 0)()1.().........1(!
)(
1
=+−++−
++≥
∑ nsnsss rn
rmn
n ζα  with ms −= . 
Next consider )()1.().........1(!
)(
1
nsnsss rn
mn
n
+−++−
+=
∑ ζα  with ms −= . 
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This is )1(.0.1.).........1)(()!1(
)( 1
rm mm
m ζα +−−= +−
+
. Note that )1()1(
1
1
)1(
1 jA
r
j
jrr −= ∑
−
=
−
ζζ  is finite .
Thus ∑
+=
=
1
0
mn
.
 Consider )()1.().........1(
1
!
)( nsnsss r
m
n
n
n
+−++∑
=
− ζα  with ms −= .         
This summation nr
m
n
m
n
r
m
n
n mnmnnmmm
n
αζζα )()()1.().........1)((
11
!
)(
−


=−−+−+−−= ∑∑
==
− .
Next consider for ms −= , )()1.().........1(
2
!
)( nsnsss r
rm
mn
n
n
+−++∑+
+=
− ζα
)()1.().........1)(()()1.().........1)((
2
!
)(
2
!
)( mnmnmmmnmnmm r
rm
mn
nr
rm
mn
n
nn
−−−+−−=−−−+−−= ∑∑ +
+=
−
+
+=
− ζζ αα
))(.0()!1(!)()1(..........2.1.0)1)(2)(1)((
2
!
)1(
2
!
)( mnmnmmnmnmm r
rm
mn
nr
rm
mn
n
nmnn
−−−=−−−−−+−−= ∑∑ +
+=
−
+
+=
−
+ ζζ αα
( ) 



−−=



−−= ∑∑∑∑ −
=
+
+= 


−
−
−
−
=
−
−
+
+=
−
−
++
)(.0()(.0
1
12 )(
)1(
)!1(
1
1
1
)!1(
1
!
)!(!
2
)(
)1( jmnAjmnA
r
j
j
rm
mn mn
r
r
j
jrn
mnmn
rm
mn
mn n
m
nnmnm ζζα α
∑ ∑−
= ++= 


−
−
−
+
=
1
1 1 )(
)1(
)!1(
1
r
j jmn mn
A
r n
m
n
j
nm α ∑∑ −
= 



+
−
−
−
= 



+
−
−
++
+++
++
++++
==
1
1 )1(
)1(
)!1(
1
1
1 )1(
)1(
)!1(
1
1
11
1
112 r
j j
A
r
r
j j
A
r jm
m
jm
j
j
jm
m
jm
j
jm αα
Here , we have used the fact that lim)1(.0 =ζ 1)1( =+ssζ .
                                                                 s 0→
Thus 




−
=
+
−
−
=
++
++
+∑∑ +−

+=− 111
1
1
1
)1(
)!1(
1
0
)(),( jm
m
jmj
jr
j
j
A
r
n
r
m
n
m
n
m
r mnmZ ααζαα  .
Proof of Theorem 6: If )(modqχ is an odd primitive character, then using Lemma 2, we have 
).())((),0()(),0(),1(
1
)(.2
1
1
)(
1
)()(
aaaaLL
q
a
q
i
q
a
q
a
i
q
a
q
a
ii ∑∑∑
=
−
==
=−=== χχζχχχ χτ piχτ piχτ piχτ pi  
This proves Theorem 6 II).
               Next, let )(modqχ  be an even primitive character. 
Using Lemma 3, we have ),0('),1( )(
2 χχ χτ LL = . From ),()(),(
1
∑
=
−
=
q
a
q
as saqsL ζχχ  on differentiation 
with respect to s and , on noting that ,0),0( =χL  we find that ).,0(')(),0('
1
∑
=
=
q
a
q
aaL ζχχ   
: 19 :
However, we know for 10 ≤< α , pi
ααζ 2 )(log),(' Γ=o .  Thus we find that 
)(log)(log)(),('
1
2
)(
1
q
a
q
a
q
a
aaoL q
a
Γ== ∑∑
=
Γ
=
χχχ
pi
( ) ( )
q
a
qqq
aaa
a
q
a
q
a
a
q
a
q
a
a
pi
piχχχ
sin
111
log)()1()(log)()1(log)(log)(
2
1
2
1
2
1
∑∑∑
−−− ≤≤≤≤≤≤
=−ΓΓ=−Γ+Γ=    
= qa
q
a
q
a
a
aa
q
pipi χχ sinlog)(sinlog)(
1
2
1
1
2
1
∑∑
=≤≤
−=−
−
. 
Thus q
a
q
a
aL piχτ χχ sinlog)(),1(
1
)(
1 ∑
=
−=
 This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
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